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1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of contributions [l-l11, related toapplications n various 
areas of science and technology, consider systems with impulses. 
Some of them [S-l 1] study systems with impulse effect of he form 
where {rk) is an unbounded increasing sequence. 
Systems with impulse effect ( 1) are characterized by the fact hat at 
the moments {rk} the mapping point (t, x) from the expanded phase 
space “instantly” goesfrom the position (rk, x(rk)) into the position 
(TV, x(tk) + Zk(x(zk))). Assume that he solutions f ystem (1) are left 
continuous, at the points r,; i.e., the relations 
X(Tk -0) = X(Tk), 
hold. 
-Y(Zk + 0) = X(Tk) + dx(t,) = X(Tk) + Z,(x(t,)) 
The questions about he stability of he solutions f different classes of 
impulse ystems have been treated in [S-l 11. 
A problem of great interest i  tofind sufficient conditions fortability of 
the solutions f ingularly perturbed systems ofthe form (1). Concerning 
singularly perturbed systems ofdifferential equ tions without impulses, 
there are some initial results published on this ubject [ 12-141. The basic 
mathematical apparatus employed inthese papers isthe second method of 
Liapunov. 
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The present paper is the first toconsider the stability of he solutions f 
the initial v ue problem for a singularly perturbed system with impulse 
effect. To obtain the main results the authors make use of the method of 
comparison a d partially continuous auxiliary functions which are 
analogues ofLiapunov functions. Besides, a converse theorem has been 
proved (Lema 2) that guarantees theexistence of a Liapunov partially 
continuous function u der the condition that he solution .Y =0 of the 
system of the form (1) is exponentially stable. 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTES 
Consider the system 
2 =f(f, x3 Y), 
P $ = g(r, x  Y), t#r,, (2) 
Ax I t = rk = Zdx, Y), 
AYI,=,,=J,(x,Y), k = 1, 2, . . 
where xE R”, y E R”; R’ is an l-dimensional Euc idean space with norm 
1 x 1 = 1 x, 1 + . . . + 1 xI ( of the vector x = col(x, , . . x,); f: Z x B; x B; + R”; 
g:ZxB;xB;-*R”; Z,:B;xB;+R”; J,:B;xB;+R”; t~Z=[O,cn); 
BL= {xe R’: 1x1 <p}; O=r,<r, < ...<rk< ...; .DL(O, p J is a small 
parameter. 
We will say that conditions (A)hold if the following conditions are
fulfilled: 
Al. The functions f, aflax, aflay, g &/ax, ag/ay, ay/at are 
continuous andbounded in Ix B; x BT. 
A2. The functions Zkr aZ&, al,& J, dJ,Jdx, dJ,/iTy are con- 
tinuous and uniformly bounded for k= 1, 2, . . in the domain B”p xB;. 
A3. f(t, 0, 0) =O, g(t, O,O)=O, Zk(O, 0)=0, J,(O, 0) =0 for t~l and 
k = 1, 2, . . . 
A4. There xists a continuously differentiable function h :Ix B; -+ 
B;, (t, x) + h(t, x), such that 
h(t, 0) = 0 for t E Z, 
g(c 4 44 xl) =0 for (t, X)EZX B;, 
AL x, Y) z 0 for (t,x,y)~ZxB;xB~ and y#h(t,x). 
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A5. r,-rkP,>tI>O for k=l,2 ,.... 
A6. A constant y > 0 exists, such that 
lx+Z!Jx, Nt,, x))l >Y 1x1 for k= 1, 2, . . and XE B; 
The study of the stability of he solution x = 0, y = 0 of system (2) can be 
associated with the study of the stability of he solution x = 0 of the system 
with impulse effect 
;=/(I, x, h(t, x)), t+r,, 
(3) 
AxI,=rk=Z&, MT,, x)) 
and the stability of he solutions y = h(cr, fl) of the system 
where (a, 8) E Z x B; are parameters. 
Let t,, a E I; x0, j3 E B;; y, E B;. Let x(t) = x(t; t,, x0, yo), 
y(t) = y(t; t,, x0, yO) be the solution of system (2) for which x(t, +0) = x0, 
y(to + 0) = y, and let .Z+ be the maximal interval of the form (to, t,), where 
this olution is right continuable; let q(t; t,, x0) be the solution of system 
(3) for which p(t,+O; t,, x0) =x0; let Il/(s; ~1,/I; y,) be the solution f
system (4) for which Il/(O; a, /I; yO) =y,. 
DEFINITION 1. The solution x = 0, y = 0 of system (2) is called xponen- 
tially stable ifconstants A > 0, A > 0, and v > 0 exist, such that for every 
t, E Z and (x,, yO) ER” x R”, 1 x0 1 + I y, I < ;1, the estimate I x(t; t,, x0, y,)l 
+~y(t;t,,,x,,y,)~~,4(~x,~+~y0~)e-””-””ho1dsfor t>t,. 
DEFINITION 2. The solution x = 0 of system (3) is called xponentially 
stable ifconstants ,I >0, A > 0, and v > 0 exist, such that for every t,EZ 
and x,, EB;, for the solution q(t; t,, x,,) of system (3), the estimate 
I cp(t; ,, x0)1 <A 1x0( e-“(‘-“‘) holds for t> t,. 
DEFINITION 3. The solution y = h(a, /I) of system (4) is called xponen- 
tially stable uniformly in (a, b) E Z x B; if constants i > 0, A > 0, and v > 0 
exist, such that for every aE Z, BE B;, and y E BF for the solution 
$(s; a, fi; y) of system (4), the estimate I $(.s; a, /I; y) - h(a, /?)I < 
A I y-44 8)l e--ys holds for s> 0. 
The following denotations will be used: 
- i(t, s), number of the points rklying in the interval (t,s); 
- EI, the unit 1x 1 matrix; 
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- /IAIl =max,.,.,,~:==, la,l, norm of the matrix A=,,; 
- C,, the class of continuously differentiable functions I’: Zx B; x 
B;+Z, such that V(t,O,O)=O for FEZ; 
We will say that he function I’: Zx B; x B; + Z belongs tothe class V0if: 
1. V(t, X, y) is continuous on every one of the sets gk and 
V(t,O,O)=O for every ZEZ. 
2. For every k= 1,2, ..and (x, y) E B; x B; the limit lim, _ pi +0 
V( t, x, y) = V( rk + 0, x, y) exists and is finite. 
We will say that he function I/ belongs tothe class Y’j, ifVE Vi and it is 
continuously differentiable on the sets Gk. 
Let VE ^y;. Then, in a standard way, we determine the derivatives 
Vci,(t, x, y), i = 2, 3,4 of the function V with respect tothe *systems (2) 
(3) and (4). For instance, forthe system (2) we have Vo,(t, x y)= 
av/at+av/axf+(l/~)(av/a~)g. 
The space R’ will be considered to be partially ordered inthe following 
sense: wewill write u d u (u < U) if uk < uk (uk <u,), for k= 1, 2, . . 1. 
Let G c R’. The function $: G+ R’ will be called monotonely increasing 
in G if +(u)<+(u) always when U<U and $(u)<$(u) always when u<u 
and u, UEG. 
In the proof of the main results the following lemma will be used: 
LEMMA 1. Let the function u: Z + Z’ be differentiable for t # tk, left 
continuous at t = Tk, and let it satisfy the inequalities 
$lu+p(t), fEZ, t#r,, 
U(Tk + 0) G $k(U(~lc)), 40)G uo, 
where the function p :Z + I’ is locally integrable, the functions t+Qk : Z’ --, Z’ are 
monotonely increasing  Z’, and A = (au): is a constant matrix, for which 
aij 2 O, i#j. (5) 
Then for t E Z 
u(t) d 4th (6) 
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where u(t) is the solution fthe system with impulse effect 
; = Au +p(t), tEI, tfs,, 
4Tk + 0) = $k(U(T,)), u(0) = u(). 
Proof: For t E [0, zl) we have 
dV 
-=Av+p(t)-q(t), 
dt 
where q(t) > 0. Condition (5) implies that for t >, 0 the matrix eA’ is with 
non-negative el ments [ 151. Then 
v(t) = eA’v(0) + s,’ eAcrp5)P(s) ds - .$: eA’rps)q(s) di 
s 
f 
< eAruO + e‘4’rp “‘p(s) ds= u(t). 
0 
In particular, v(~,)=D(T~-O)<U(Z,-O)=u(tl) and v(s,+O)< 
$,(v(~,)) d til(u(r,)) = u(z, + 0). The validity of(6) for every following 
interval (TV, ~~ + 1] is proved by induction k. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1. Conditions Al-A5 hold. 
2. Functions VE Y’; and WE C, exist, 
V:IxB; -+ 4 (1, x) + V(t, x) 
W: Ix B:, xB; + I, (t, x, y) -+ W(t, x, y) 
as well as constants a > 0, b > 0, c > 0, and K > 0, such that for 
(t, x, y) E Z x B; x By the inequalities 
a Ixl’< V(t,x)<b IxI’, (7) 
2 V,3,(t, -xl< --c 1x1 3 (8) 
V(T, + 0, x + Idx, NT,, x))) < VT,, xl, k = 1, 2, . . (9) 
(10) 
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~Iy-~(~,x)1*~W(t,X,y)~bIy-h(t,x)1*, (11) 
*,‘l,u, x,y)d -c 1 J’-h(t, .~)I?. (12) 
I I ;y ~~Iy-~~~,~~l~l~l+Iy-~~~,~~l~~ 
II II 
;; d~Iy-~(~,x)l, 
II II 
$y <KIy-h(t,x)l 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
are fulfilled. 
Then, for sufficiently sma l,u, the solution x = 0, y = 0 of system (2) is 
exponentially stable. 
ProoJ: Conditions Al-A4 imply that constants L > 0, r > 0, 
pO(O <p,, < p) exist, such that for tE I; x, X E B;; y, j E B;, and k = 1,2, .. 
the inequalities 
If(~,x,Y)-f(~,~,y)l~L(I~-~I+lY-~I), 
Ig(~,~,Y)-g(~,~,y)l~L(I~-~I+IY-~I), 
Ih(t,x)-h(t,x)l~LI?c-xl, 
I~k(.%Y)-~&,y)l6ulx--~I + I Y-A), 
IJk(X,y~-J~(X,y)l~L(Ix-.~I+IY-yI~, 
Ih(t,x)l bL I-xl, 
lf(t,x,y)I<(L*+L)(lxl+ly-h(t,x)l), 
I IAx, Y)I G CL* +LHlxl + I Y -h(t,c XII h
IJ~(x,Y)I~(L*+L)(IxI+I~--~(~~,~~I~, 
Ix + Ik(X> Y)l GPO for IxI+IyI<r. 
From the qualities 
p(z, = &, +g Cf (t, x, y) -f (t, x, h(& x)11, 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22)
(23) 
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taking into account (8), (IO), (16), (12), (13), (14), (7), (20), and (ll), we
obtain that for the functions V and W inequalities of theform 
P(2) 6 -21cV+ 2Q( VW)“*, 
bb’,2, < 2Q( VW)“’ - aW 
(24) 
hold, where ti > 0 and Q > 0 are constants, 0 = a(p) = c/bp-- 
K(1 +L+L’)/a and lim,,,+ a(p)= +co. 
Using (9), (lo), (18), (21), (22), (14), (15), (17), (7), and (11) we obtain 
that aconstant T >0 exists. such that 
d V(T,, x) + T( V(Tk, x) + w”*(z,, x, y)) W”2(Tk, x, y), (25) 
WT, + 0, x + I/Ax, Y), Y + JAx, y)) 6 T( J’(T,, x)+ W(t,c, x, y)). 
Let ~,EI, x ~B”p, you B;, and x(~)=x(c to, xo,yo), y(t)=y(t; to, x,,Y,) 
be a solution fsystem (2). Then (24), (25), and the inequalities 
2Q( VW)‘!* < KV+ (Q’/K) W, 2Q( VW)“‘< (Q’/K) V+ JCW imply that for 
the functions u(t)= V(t,x(t)) andw(t)= W(t,x(t), y(t)) for IEJ+, 
dv Q2 
-<-KU+--, 
dt K 
V(Tk + 0) d V(Tk) + T(~(u(T,) + W(Tk)) W(T,))“‘, 
dw Q’ 
di+u-(d-K) w, 
K 
W(Tk + 0) d T(u(Tk) + W(Tk)) 
holds. 
Then, in view of Lemma 1, v(t)<<(t), w(t)<q(t), where t=<(t), 
g = u(t) is the solution of the system with impulse effect 
((T/c + 0) = t(T/c) + T(2(t(~,) + V(Tic)) ~(TIc))“~T 
V(T,e + 0) = T(5tT.k) + dTk)h 
~(t,+O)=u(to+O)~O, tjjt~+O)=w(t,+o)~o, 
(26) 
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Denote ‘& = {(rk), qk= q(rk), 5; = ((rk +0), Y/k’ = q(rk +0). Then for 
tE (tk, tk+ ,], we have 
i’(t) = a,,(t) :+ a,,(t) n;, 
v(t) = a,,(t) 5:+ a,,(t) n:1 
(27) 
where 
3 .,,2=;(-a+((a-2~)2+4Q4~-2)1’2). 
Since a,(t)20 for i, j= 1,2, t>r,+ and lim,,,+ u,2(rk+l)=fimP,,+ 
%(Tk+l) = lim,,,+ u22(5p+1) = 0, lim,,,,+ CZ~~(T~+~) = e-K(u+lPck’ 9 
e ~ EB then 
(29) 
where E=E(~)>O, lim,,,+ &)=O. 
Then (26) and (29) imply that $+, < (eeKH + E + T(2s(ePKH + 2~))“‘) 
<$ + (E + T(2e(e-“‘+ 2~))“‘) q:, qk’, , d T(e-” + 2~) 5: + 2T.q: or if we 
denote Z = col(<, 9)then we get he inequality 
where 
S=S(p)>O, lim 6(j~)=O (30) 
P-O+ 
Let q E (0, 1). From (30) it follows that here exists p,E (0, u~] such that 
if ,u E(0, pl] then the igenvalues vl(p) and v,(p) of the matrix H(p) are in 
modulus less than one: 1v, 1 < 1, 1 v2 1 < 1. 
Hence, there exists aninteger N>O such that 
Then 
or 
(31) 
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Let pJ E (0, pr] be such that (T(P) >max(2k-, 3~/2 +4Q”/ti’) for 
p E (0, ~~1. Then from (27) and (28) it follows that 
((t)+q(t)<2(t: +qz)ep’k’2)(‘mrk’ for k= 1,2 ,..., tg(rk, rk+,] 
and taking into account (31) we come to the conclusion that constants 
A > 0 and v > 0 exist such that for t > to 
5(t)+9(t)~A(tl(t,+O)+w(t,+O))e- 2v”-‘a’ 
holds. 
Then from (9). (11) and (19) we obtain that for t E J+ an estimate ofthe 
form 
holds. 
Ix(t)1 +ly(t)l<B(l.u,I +IJ’oI)e-v(‘~‘o’ (B>O) (32) 
Let Bi. < r and I .yO I+ I ?yO /< 1. Then (32) implies that Ix(t)1 + I y(t)1 < r 
for tE.Z+, and, taking into account (23) and the conditions Al-A2, we 
come to the conclusion that he solution x(t), -v(r) iscontinuable to every 
t > t,; i.e., Jt= (to, cc). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let the conditions (A)be jiiljZled and let he solution x = 0 of 
system (3) be exponentially stable. 
Then there xists a function V( t, x) E Y ;, satisjj>ing conditions (7)-( 10) of 
Theorem 1. 
Proof: Let T> 8, T>, (2 In A + In 2)/(2v), and 
V(t, x) = j,‘+ T((p(s; t, x))’ ds, for t#r, 
(33) 
V(T,,X)= lim V(t,x)=V(r,-0,x). 
I-rt-0 
1. The inequalities V( t,x) 6 h I x I 2, PC3 ,( t, .u) 6 - & I x I ’ are proved 
as in [16]. 
2. The eqlldity Cp(S; rk + 0, .Y + 1,(x, h(T,, X))) = q(S; 5/, - 0, X) and 
formula (33) imply that V(zk + 0, x + Zk(x, h(r,, x))) = V(T,, x). 
3. Since the function f (t, X, h( t, x)) is Lipschitzian n x, then there 
exists a constant p > 0, such that 
I cp(s; t, x)1 2 1x1 e -pcFp’) for r&r <tdsdTk, k= 1, 2, . . . (34) 
If Tk-, <t<T,<S<T,+,, then, taking into account (34) and A6, we 
obtain 
1 ds; t, -x)1 > I q(T,; t, -x) 
+ zk(dT k; t, X), h(r,, Cp(T,; t, X)))j e-““--‘li’ 
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Then for t<sdt+8 
Icp(s;t,x)lbmin(l,y)lxl ePp(sP”=Q 1x1 ePp+‘) 
and 
hold. 
4. The continuous dependence of the solution cp(s; t,x) on the initial 
conditions (t,x) E Up=, Gk implies that VE Yi. 
5. The matrix Z(s) with elements z&s) =(@,/~x,)(s; t, x) satisfies th  
linear system 
Z(t) = E,. 
Since the coefficients of this ystem are bounded, then, accounting for
condition A6, we get that there xists a constant M> 0, such that 
I(~?cp,/~Yx,)(s; t, x)1 dMe”‘s-“. Then 
This completes theproof of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1. The functions g and h satisfy conditions Al, A3, A4 and a constant 
L > 0 exists, such that for t E I, x E BF, and y E By, 
1 GL(IxI+ IY - 44 xl) 
holds. 
2. The solution y= h(a, p) of 
uniformly in(IX, fl) EI x B”p. 
swystem (4) is exponentially stable, 
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Then a function W( t, x, y) E C, exists, atisfying conditions (1 )-( 15) of 
Theorem 1. 
Proof: The properties (11 t( 14) have been proved in [ 141, Lemma 2. 
We will prove only property (15). Let T>, (2 In A +In 2)/(2v) and 
Wt, x, Y) = j,‘CE, ($b; t, x; Y) - hi(t, -4)’ ds. 
The matrix Z(s) with elements z~(s) = (d$,/8yj)(s; t, x; y) satisfies th  
linear system 
~=~(t,.~.~(s;f,-i;y))z, Z(0) = E, 
with bounded coeffkients. Therefore, a constant M> 0 exists, such that 
1 8$J8yi 1 <MeMS. Then 
(s; t, x; y)(i+b,(s; t, x; y)- h(t, x)) ds 
62A jy--h(t,.x)J ~oTMe~~e-“ds~~l~-h(t.x)l. 
Thus, property (15) of Lemma 2 is proved. 
We will say that conditions (B)hold if the following conditions are
fulfilled: 
Bl. The matrix functions D(t) and (dD/dt)(t) oforder m are 
continuous andbounded on I. 
B2. The real parts of all eigenvalues of D(t) are bounded from above 
by a negative constant, uniformly in tE I. 
B3. The function G:Ix 3; x BT + R”, (t, x, y) --+ G( t, x, y) is con- 
tinuously differentiable, and 
aG 
G(t,O,O)=O,-==O(IxI+IpI), 
at 
aG 
@(1),$0(l) 
as 1x1 + 1 yI -0, uniformly in tel. 
LEMMA 4 [ 143. Let the function g have the form 
g(t, x, y) = o(t) y+ (36 x, Y), 
where the functions D(t) and G( t, x, y) satisfy conditions (B). Then a 
function W(t, x, y) E C, exists, atisfying the conditions (1 l)-( 15) of 
Theorem 1. 
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An immediate corollary ofTheorem 1 and Lemmas 2, 3, and 4 is the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let the following conditions hold: 
1. Conditions (A) are fulfilled. 
2. The solution x = 0 of system (3) is exponentially stable. 
3. One of the following conditions holds: 
3.1. A constant L > 0 exists, such that for (t, .Y, y) E Ix Bz x BT 
holds, and the solution y = h(t, x) qf system (4) is exponentiallv stable, 
umformly in (t, x) E Ix Bz. 
3.2. The function g has the form g(t. I, y) = D(t) y+ G(t, x, y), 
where the functions D(t) and G( t, x, y) satisfy conditions (B). 
Then, for sufficiently small u, the solution x = 0, J’ = 0 of system (2) is 
exponentially stable. 
As a corollary ofTheorem 2 we obtain an analogue of the theorem of 
Klimushev and Krasovskii [12] for the following linear system with 
impulse ffect 
$=A(t)r+B(t)y, 
p$=C(t)x+D(t)y, t#z, 
~.Yl,=ri=akX+BkY, 
A?, I I = Tk = yk-x + dk y, k = 1, 2, . . 
where the matrices A,B, C, D, elk, Pk, yk, and 6, have the corresponding 
dimensions. 
COROLLARY 1. Let: 
1. The matrix functions A(t), B(t), C(t), and D(t) be continuous and 
bounded for t E I together with their first derivatives. 
2. The real parts of all eigenvalues of D( t) are bounded from above by 
a negative constant, uniformly int E I. 
3. Let constants 0 >O, y > 0, and c>O exist, such that for t E I and 
k = 1, 2, . . the inequalities Sk - ~~~ 1 > 8, I( c(~ 11 < c, )I Pk II <c, II yk I( <c, 
116,11 <C, I&,+@,-fl,DPL(z,) C(z,))x 21’ 1x1 hold. 
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4. The solution x = 0 of the system 
d.u 
z= (A(t) - B(t) D-‘(t) c(t)) x, t+z,, 
~.uI,=,,=(cck-BkD~1(5k)c(~k))x, k = 1, 2, . . 
is exponentially stable. 
Then, for sufficiently small ,a, the solution x =O, y=O of system (35) is 
exponentially stable. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the singularly perturbed system with impulse 
effect 
d.u 
dt=++’ 
p;=2x-3y, t#k, 
k = 1, 2, 3, . . 
and the quations related to it 
d.u .Y -=- 
dr 3’ 
t # k, 
dxI,=k= -;, k = 1, 2, . . 
and 
- = 2.X -3y. 
ds 
(36) 
(37) 
The solution y = 2x/3 of equation (38) is exponentially stable, uniformly 
in (t, x) E Ix R. Moreover, for the solution q(t; t,, x0) of (37) we have 
dt; t,,,.%)=ie (1,3)(1-n) n-ke(l/3)(k--ro, 
2 
4 X0 < - e213qnP k.~O, 3 
where k-l<t,<k n<t<n+l q=2e’13. Since O<q<l, the solution 
x = 0 of Eq. (37) is ‘expone;tially’ stabli. Then, in view of Corollary 1 of 
Theorem 2, for sufficiently sma l.D, the solution x = 0, y = 0 of system (36) 
is exponentially stable. 
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